
Assoiative open harm photoprodution +N ! Y +D(D�), Y = �+ or �Egle Tomasi-GustafssonDAPNIA/SPhN, CEA/Salay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, FraneWe analyze polarization e�ets in assoiative photoprodution of pseudosalar (D)and vetor (D�) harmed mesons in exlusive proesses  +N ! Y +D, Y = �+ , �.We alulate the di�erential ross setion and all polarization observables in frameworkof an e�etive Lagrangian approah. In ase of ollinear kinematis it is possible to givemodel independent preditions for polarization observables in ase of D prodution, andthe analysis for D� is largely simpli�ed.PACS : 13.60.-r, 13.88.+e, 14.40.Lb, 14.20.LqKey words: Charm photoprodution, polarization1 MotivationPhotoprodution of harmed partiles on nuleons has been studied sine morethan twenty years, mostly through inlusive reations, in the photon energy rangeE = 20� 70 GeV, i.e. far from the threshold region. The prodution mehanismusually assumed is the photon-gluon fusion mehanism (PGF),  +G !  +  [1℄,and, in this frame, D and D� prodution are related to the gluon ontent of thenuleon: polarized reations are a tool to measure the spin ontent of the nuleonwhih is arried by the gluons.However, the alulation of the properties of the produed harmed mesons andbaryons produed from PGF is not straightforward, as it involves assumptions onthe hadronization proess and the knowledge of fragmentation funtions. Whereasit is possible to reprodue the inlusive ross setion, the partile/antipartile ratio,observed in the experiments, in partiular near threshold, annot be reprodued byPGF.In priniple, other mehanisms (of non-perturbative nature) should also be takeninto aount, suh as, for example, the di�rative prodution of DD or �Dpairs, through Pomeron exhange. Di�erent hadroni exhanges an also our [2℄.We disuss here the simplest two body reations  + N ! Y + D (D�), amongwhih the reation  + p! �+ +D0 has the lowest threshold (Ethr = 8:9 GeV).The di�erential ross setion and the polarization observables for these proessesan be alulated in terms of hadroni exhanges in s, t and u hannels. Thee�etive Lagrangian approah gives a very onvenient frame for this study, sineall the observables an be alulated with the help of few parameters, whih havea de�nite physial meaning.Czehoslovak Journal of Physis, Vol. 55 (2005), Suppl. ? ?1



E. Tomasi-Gustafsson2 Model independent onsiderationsLet us onsider the reation: +p! �+ +D0, the spins involved are 1+1=2!1=2 + 0. In ollinear kinematis, due to the onservation of the spin projetion,the ollision of  and p with parallel spins an not take plae for ollinear regime.Therefore, the asymmetry in the ollision of irularly polarized photons with apolarized target, takes its maximum value. This result holds for any proess ofpseudosalar and salar meson photoprodution on a nuleon target (if the �nalbaryon has spin 1/2) and it is independent on the P-parity of produed meson. Itis a model independent result, based uniquely on the assumption of the spins ofthe partile, the onservation of heliity in ollinear kinematis, and applies also tothreshold.We will use the standard parametrization [3℄ of the spin struture for the am-plitude of pseudosalar meson photoprodution on the nuleon:M(N ! YD) = �y2 hi~� � ~ef1 + ~� � ~̂q~� � ~̂k � ~ef2 + i~e � ~̂q~� � ~̂kf3 + i~� � ~̂q~e � ~̂qf4i�1;(1)where ~̂k and ~̂q are the unit vetors along the three-momentum of  and D; fi,i=1,4, are the salar amplitudes, whih are funtions of two independent kinemat-ial variables, the square of the total energy s and os#, where # is the D{mesonprodution angle in the reation enter of mass (CMS) with respet to the dire-tion of the inident photon, �1 and �2 are the two-omponent spinors of the initialnuleon and the produed Y-baryon.Note that the pseudosalar nature of the D{meson is not experimentally on-�rmed up to now. One an show, in a model independent way, that for the reation + p ! �+ +D0, the triple polarization orrelation oeÆient is sensitive to therelative parity P (N�D) [4℄.In ollinear kinematis, the spin struture (1) depends on P (N�D):F (�)ol = ~� � ~ef (�)ol ; F (+)ol = ~� � ~e� ~̂kf (+)ol ; (2)where f (�)ol is the ollinear amplitude for P (N�D) = �1. Due to the presene of asingle allowed amplitude in ollinear kinematis, all polarization observables havede�nite numerial values, whih are independent on the model hosen for f (�)ol .The dependene of the � polarization on the polarization of the olliding par-tiles, an be written as:�(~e � ~e)(~P1 � ~P2) + 2(~e � ~P1)(~e � ~P2); if P (N�D) = �1;(~e � ~e)[(~P1 � ~P2)� 2(~̂k � ~P1)(~̂k � ~P2)℄� 2(~e � ~P1)(~e � ~P2); if P (N�D) = +1; (3)where ~P1 and ~P2 are the polarization vetors for the initial and �nal baryons.One an see from (3), that only the linear photon polarization a�ets the triplepolarization orrelations in ~ + ~p! ~�+ +D0, due to the P-invariane of the ele-tromagneti interation of harmed partiles. Let us de�ne the oordinate system?2 Czeh. J. Phys. 55 (2005)



Assoiative open harm photoprodutionfor the onsidered ollinear kinematis with the z�axis along ~̂k and the x� axisalong the vetor ~e of the photon linear polarization. From(3) one an �nd a onne-tion between the omponents of the vetors ~P1 and ~P2 for the di�erent P (N�D),assuming, for simpliity, that initially one has 100% linearly polarized photons:P2x = +P1x; P2y = �P1y; P2z = �P1z; if P (N�D) = �1;P2x = �P1x; P2y = +P1y; P2z = �P1z; if P (N�D) = +1; (4)One an see that both transversal omponents of the �-polarization are sensitiveto P (N�D), through the relative sign between P2i and P1i:P2x = �P (N�D)P1x; Py = P (N�D)Py; (5)whereas P2z = �P1z for any value of P (N�D).Therefore, the relations (5) allow one to determine, in a model-independent way,the D�meson P-parity. This is a model independent result, whih holds for anynuleon photoprodution of a spin 1/2 baryon and a spin zero meson. It requires theassumption on P-parity onservation in + p! �+ +D0 and heliity onservationin the ollinear regime.The measurement of the triple polarization orrelations in ~+~p! ~�+ +D0, anbe in priniple realized by the Compass ollaboration [5℄. The �-polarization an bemeasured through the numerous weak deays of the �+ -hyperon, for example �+ !�+e++�e [6℄, whih is haraterized by a large deay asymmetry. Suh experimentdoes not need very large statistis, only well identi�ed events, beause only therelative sign of the transversal omponents of the polarization of the target protonand the produed �+ -hyperon is important for the determination of the P (N�D)-parity. The energy of the photon beam has not to be neessarily monohromati.3 Charmed pseudosalar meson produtionThe di�erential ross setion and all polarization observables an be alulatedfrom Eq. (1). The full derivation an be found in [7℄.Here we fouss on the observables whih are aessible with irular polarizedphoton beams. Due to the P-odd nature of the photon heliity, single spin observ-ables vanish.The amplitudes an be alulated in framework of an E�etive Lagrangian Ap-proah (ELA).Cirular polarization manifests itself only in double spin (or more) polarizationphenomena, as, for example, the orrelation polarization oeÆients of photon beamand proton target, ~+ ~p! �+ +D0 , or the polarization of the �nal �-hyperon in~+p! ~�+ +D0 . Note that in both ases, the omponents of the target polarizationand the �+ polarization lie in the reation plane, due to the P-invariane. Notealso, that all these polarization observables are T-even, i.e. they may not vanisheven if the amplitudes of the onsidered proess are real funtions of kinematialvariables. The harm partile photo and eletroprodution at high energy is usuallyCzeh. J. Phys. 55 (2005) ?3



E. Tomasi-Gustafssoninterpreted in terms of photon-gluon fusion, +G! + (Fig. 1a). Near threshold,another possible mehanism, based on the subproess q + q ! G! +  (Fig. 1b)should also be taken into aount, as it was done for �N -ollisions [8℄. In ase ofexlusive reations,  +N ! Y +D (D�), Y = �;�, the mehanism in Fig. 1bis equivalent to the exhange of a q-system, in t-hannel (Fig. 1). The importaneof the annihilation mehanism has been investigated in [9℄ to explain the forwardharge asymmetry in p-ollisions. The mesoni equivalent of suh exhange is theexhange of pseudosalar D and (or) vetor D� mesons, in the t-hannel of theonsidered reation. In order to insure the gauge invariane, baryoni exhanges ins- and u-hannels have to be added, too.To take into aount the virtuality of the exhanged hadrons, form fators (FFs)are introdued in the pole diagrams. These terms derease essentially the di�erentialross setion, at large values of jtj or juj, and therefore the total ross setion, espe-ially in the near threshold region. The role of FFs is essential for suh approah,as it has been proved in the analysis of vetor meson or strange partile produtionin NN{ and �N{ollisions [10℄, but polarization phenomena are, in priniple, lesssensitive to FFs. Moreover, in the limiting ase of s+u+t(D) ontributions (with-out D� ) or only vetor D� -exhange, one an see that polarization observables areindependent on any phenomenologial FFs, for any kinematis. Other ingredientsof the model are the strong oupling onstants, whih involve one nuleoni vertex,gNYD , gNYD� , and the anomalous magneti moments �Y , Y = � or �. Sixoupling onstants (three for +N ! �+D and three for +N ! �+D) enterin the alulation of the di�erent observables and therefore in their E and os#dependenes, for all the possible exlusive reations of assoiative harm partilephotoprodution, +N ! Y+D. Note that the same oupling onstants enter inthe desription of harmed partile prodution in �N{ ollisions: �+N ! Y+D,NN{ollisions: N +N ! N + Y +D and in the interation of harmed partileswith nuleons in heavy ion ollisions, D+N ! Y+P (V ), Y+N ! N+N+D...The lak of experimental data about these proesses does not allow to �x theseoupling onstants. Therefore we rely on SU(4) symmetry, and onnet the ne-essary oupling onstants with the orresponding onstants for strange partileprodution: gN�(�)K ; gN�(�)K� ; �N�(�)K� ; whih have been determined in theanalysis of experimental data on assoiative strange partiles photo- and eletro-prodution [12℄. We �x the ut-o� parameters on the harm photoprodution data.Any �tting proedure indues a strong orrelation between the ut-o� parameters,therefore the solution is not unique. We also onsider two other possiblities, ei-ther assuming that SU(4)-symmetry is strongly violated for the strong ouplingonstants, or taking the SU(6) values of the orresponding oupling onstants forthe vertex N ! � +K�. The model an predit the energy behavior of the totalross setion for � +N ! Y +D (for proton and neutron targets), for all threeversions. Therefore we normalize the total ross setion for  + p ! �+ + D0 , tothe measured ross setion of open harm photoprodution at E = 20 GeV [13℄,where it was found that about 70 % of the total ross setion an be attributedto  + p ! �+ + D0 . This ondition onstrains very strongly the parameters for?4 Czeh. J. Phys. 55 (2005)



Assoiative open harm photoprodutionall versions of the model, as this reation has the largest ross setion. One theparameters have been �xed, one an predit all polarization observables not onlyfor  + p! �+ +D0 , but also for any exlusive reation  +N ! Y + +D.
(a)

(b)

(c)Fig. 1 Feynman diagrams for assoia-tive harm prodution in N -ollisions:(a) the subproess of photon-gluon fusion+G! + ; (b) the subproess of q+ q-annihilation, q + q ! + ; () t�hannelexhange by D and D� for  + N !Y +D(D�).

The energy dependene of the totalross setion for the six exlusive pro-esses  +N ! Y +D, is very di�er-ent, in all photon energy range, see Fig.2. For E � 40 GeV, the predited en-ergy dependene of the total ross se-tion beomes at, up to E = 250 GeV.One an onlude that, in this energyrange, the simplest exlusive photopro-dution reations  + N ! Y + + Dontribute less than 10 % to the totalross setion of open harm photopro-dution. This estimation does not on-tradit the existing experimental dataand is in agreement with the measured�=� asymmetry (in sign and value).The largest ross setion on the neutrontarget belongs to the proess  + n !�0 +D0, the D� prodution being es-sentially suppressed. The D� produ-tion is also small in the p interation, + p! �++ +D�, in agreement withthe experiment [16℄. Large isotopi ef-fets are an expeted property of ELAapproah, beause the relative valuesof s, u, and t-hannel ontributions aredi�erent for the di�erent hannels. Esti-mations of assoiative harm photopro-dution ross setions, whih have beendone from experiments [13, 16, 18℄, arereported as open symbols in Fig. 2.Polarization e�ets are generally large(in absolute value), haraterized by astrong os#-dependene, whih resultsfrom a oherent e�et of all the onsid-ered pole ontributions. Large isotopie�ets are espeially visible in the os#-distributions for all these observables[7℄.Czeh. J. Phys. 55 (2005) ?5



E. Tomasi-GustafssonIn the onsidered model, the asymmetry �B is positive in the whole angularregion, in ontradition with the preditions of PGF [19℄ and in agreement withthe SLAC data [13℄. Fig. 2 E -dependene of the to-tal ross setion for photopro-dution of harmed partiles.The urves orrespond to di�er-ent reations:  + p! �+ +D0(solid line),  + p! �++ +D�(dashed line), + p! �+ +D0(dotted line),  + n ! �+ +D� (dot-dashed line),  + n !�+ +D� (thik solid line),  +n ! �0 + D0 (thik dashedline). The data orrespond tothe total harm photoprodu-tion ross setion from [14℄ (re-verse triangle), [16℄ (square),[17℄ (asterisk), [18℄ (star), [15℄(triangles), [13℄ (irle). Opensymbols are from [13℄ (open ir-le), from [16℄ (open square),and from [18℄ (open star).4 Charmed vetor meson prodution in ollinear kinematisD�-prodution is the main hannel for  +N ! harm +X [20, 13, 16, 17, 18℄,so that the ratio between the vetor (V ) and the total D� ontribution to the totalross setion is in agreement with the spin quark rule V=(P + V ) ' 0:75, whereP is the pseudosalar ontribution. The relative role of the harged and neutralD-meson photoprodution depends, on one side, on the relative ross setions forthe D�� and D�0 photoprodution, and, from another side, on the branhing ratiofor the deays D� ! D + � (for di�erent harge ombinations).For the exlusive proesses +N ! Y+D� in ollinear kinematis, the heliityonservation and the P-invariane of eletromagneti interation allow to redue thenumber of amplitudes to three, whih are funtions of a single kinematial variable,the photon energy E . In the general ase, suh proesses are haraterized by a setof twelve independent amplitudes, whih are omplex funtions of two kinematialvariables. Therefore the theoretial analysis is largely simpli�ed in ollinear kine-matis and the matrix element for any proess  +N ! Y +D� an be writtenas:M(N ! YD�) = �y2 h~� � ~U�f1 + i~� � ~̂k~�� ~̂k � ~U�f2 + i~� � ~�� ~̂k ~U� � ~̂kf3i�1; (6)where ~� and ~U are the three-vetors of the photon and of the D�-meson polar-?6 Czeh. J. Phys. 55 (2005)



Assoiative open harm photoprodutionizations, with the ondition � � ~̂k = 0, and fi, i=1,3, are the ollinear amplitudes,funtions of E . Eq. (6) holds for any reation mehanism. Using this parametriza-tion, one an �nd for the di�erential ross setion [21℄:d�dt = N �jf1j2 + jf2j2 + E2vm2v jf3j2� ; (7)where N is a normalization fator, Ev (mv) is the energy (mass) of the produedvetor meson: Ev = s+m2v �M22W ; s =W 2 = m2 + 2mE ; (8)where m (M) is the nuleon (Y-hyperon) mass, E is the photon energy in thelaboratory (Lab) system.The D�-mesons, produed in ollinear kinematis, are generally polarized, (withtensor polarization) even in ollisions of unpolarized partiles:D�11 = jf1j2 + jf2j22 ; D = jf1j2 + jf2j2 + E2vm2v jf3j2 (9)with the normalization ondition: 2�11+�00 = 1. The non-diagonal elements for �abare equal to zero, in ollinear regime. All other single-spin polarization observables,vanish for the onsidered reations, for any photon energy and for any reationmehanism, due to the axial symmetry of ollinear kinematis. An interesting setof double-spin polarization observables an be measured, for the reations +N !Y +D�:{ the asymmetry Az in the ollision of irularly polarized photon beamwith a polarized nuleon target, in the ~̂k-diretion, whih we hoose as thez-diretion: AzD = �2Re f1f�2 � jf3j2 E2vm2v : (10){ In the ollision of irularly polarized photons with unpolarized target, theY-hyperon an be longitudinally polarized, and the polarization Pz is:PzD = �2Re f1f�2 + jf3j2 E2vm2v : (11){ The non zero omponents of the depolarization tensor, Dab (a; b = x; y; z),desribing the dependene of the b-omponent of the Y-polarization on thea-omponent of the target polarization, an be written as:DzzD = jf1j2 + jf2j2 � jf3j2 E2vm2v ; DxxD = DyyD = jf1j2 � jf2j2: (12)Czeh. J. Phys. 55 (2005) ?7



E. Tomasi-GustafssonOne an see that these observables are not independent, and the following relationshold, at any photon energy and for any reation mehanism: Dzz = �1+4�11; Az�Pz = �2 + 4�11:For the numerial estimations it is neessary to know the following magnetimoments of harmed baryons and D� ! D +  eletromagneti transitions: �(Y),�(D��D��); �(D�0D0).The quark model gives presriptions whih relate the magneti moments of theharmed hyperons to the magneti moments of the harmed quarks, �q, q = u, d, or. The quark model an also be used for the predition of the transition magnetimoments (again in terms of quark magneti moments). The signs, in partiular,are very important in the analysis of the isotopi e�ets for these reations, whihare large in the present model, near threshold, due to the strong interferene of thedi�erent ontributions.Finally, to �x the strong oupling onstants we use the existing information onthe orresponding oupling onstants for strange partiles, whih an be determinedfrom the analysis of the data on photo and eletroprodution of � and �-hyperonson protons.

Fig. 3 Preditions for di�erent polarization observables:asymmetry Az (top), polarization Pz (enter) and �11(bottom), for the six onsidered reations as a funtionof E :  + p! �+ +D�0 (solid line), + p! �+ +D�0(dashed line), +p! �++ +D�� (dotted line), +n!�+ +D�� (dash-dotted line),  + n! �+ +D�� (thiksolid line),  + n! �0 +D�0 (thik dashed line).

One an see, that in theonsidered model, the �-prodution has the largestredued ross setion. Thefat that all four rea-tions  + N ! � + D�are one order of magni-tude smaller, is due tothe di�erene between thevalues of the ouplingonstants for the N !�D� and N ! �D�-verties. This is also thereason of the di�ereneof the polarization ob-servables for � and �-photoprodution (Fig. 3).Note that none of the po-larization observables de-pends on the form fatorand on the oupling on-stant gNYD� . The den-sity matrix element is al-most independent on en-ergy (Fig. 3, bottom), and�11 ' 0:5 for  + N !�+D�, whereas �11 � 0:2for  +N ! � +D�.?8 Czeh. J. Phys. 55 (2005)



Assoiative open harm photoprodutionThe maximal value of �11 produes a sin2 �-distribution of the emitted D-meson,through the deayD� ! D+� (� is the angle between the ~k-diretion and the dire-tion of the D-meson three momentum in the D�-rest system). Suh �-dependeneresults in a depletion of D-meson prodution at small angles, whih should beobserved, for example, in the COMPASS experiment.The large negative values of the asymmetry Az , for ~+ ~N ! �+ +D�, are nearthe limiting value Az = �1; more exatly, jAz j � 0.8, for E � 100 GeV.5 SummaryWe onsidered the exlusive photoprodution of harmed vetor mesons,  +N ! Y +D(D�), and alulate the di�erential ross setion and the polarizationobservables in framework of an e�etive Lagrangian approah.The strong oupling onstants for the verties N ! Y +D and N ! Y +D�an be related through SU(4) symmetry with the orresponding oupling onstantsfor strange partiles, i.e. for the verties N ! Y +K and N ! Y +K�, Y = � or �-hyperon, whih are known from the analysis of experimental data onerning photo-and eletroprodution of strange partiles. The eletromagneti harateristis ofharmed partiles, suh as the magneti moments of the harmed Y-hyperons andthe transition magneti moments for the deaysD� ! D+ have been estimated inframework of the quark model. Phenomenologial form fators have been introduedto take into aount the virtuality of the exhanged partiles.The reation  +N ! Y +D(D�) has been analyzed in ollinear kinematis,where the di�erential ross setion is large and the spin struture of the matrix ele-ment is essentially simpli�ed. We analyzed the single and double-spin polarizationphenomena, in a general form, in terms of three independent ollinear amplitudes.The smooth behavior of the total ross setion as a funtion of the energy, for + p! Y +D, results from the spin one nature of the D� exhange. The modelgives robust preditions for the polarization e�ets. In partiular we �nd large andnegative values of the asymmetry Az (for the ollision of a irularly polarizedphoton beam with a longitudinally polarized nuleon target) for �+ D�-produtionon proton and neutron targets (whih is a fator ten larger in omparison of �-prodution).Contributing for about 10 % to the total ross setion of open harm photopro-dution on nuleons (for 40 � E � 250 GeV), the exlusive proess +p! �+ +D0may represent an important bakground in the interpretation of possible polariza-tion e�ets in the  +N ! X +harm proesses. This refers espeially to the Azasymmetry in ~ + ~N ! X +harm, whih an reah large and positive values forassoiative harm prodution.6 AknowledgmentsThe ideas and the results presented in this work would not have been realizedwithout enlightning disussions and a fruitful ollaboration with Prof. M. P. Rekalo.Czeh. J. Phys. 55 (2005) ?9
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